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WASHINGTON – Sheltered in a downtown D.C. hotel, the Democratic lawmakers who left Texas to block a restrictive voting bill are living a life of stress and scrutiny. After bolting the state Monday in ...

The long, 'surreal' days of the runaway Texas legislators
Twenty-five years ago this month, the International Court of Justice issued its Advisory Opinion on the Legality of the Threat and Use of Nuclear Weapons. In a closely divided ruling, the Court found ...

For Nuclear Disarmament, the Long Run Is Here | Andrew Lichterman
the rule prevented any “demonstration or political, religious or racial propaganda” in “any Olympic sites, venues or other areas.” The International Olympic Committee (IOC) have now allowed athletes ...

Team GB Footballers Will Take The Knee At Tokyo Olympics
Some of the former Colombian servicemen arrested after last week’s assassination of Haiti’s president previously received U.S. military training, according to the Pentagon, raising fresh questions ...

U.S. military once trained Colombians implicated in Haiti assassination plot, Pentagon says
Five years after President Tayyip Erdogan saw off a coup, his chances of extending his rule into a third decade may depend on whether he can reverse an economic decline that has seen Turks' prosperity ...

Analysis-When Erdogan's Turkish economic miracle began failing
This year, Ferreira and fellow Brazilian Gabriel Medina are expected to rule the men's competition at surfing's long-awaited debut as an Olympic sport in the Tokyo 2020 Games. While the surfing ...

Olympic surfing: Can the exclusive sport become accessible?
As the Tokyo Olympics begin this month, Rookie Wire took a look at some of the biggest rule differences between the NBA and FIBA.

Tokyo Olympics: The biggest rule differences between FIBA and NBA
Alex Fischer's announcement that he is stepping down as CEO of The Columbus Partnership has shined a light on the nonprofit organization of 75 CEOs and community leaders that makes things happen. It ...

CBF Morning Run: What you need to know today and remembering the titans who ran Columbus
"The Walking Dead" will return for a super-sized final season starting in late August on AMC. Here's what you can expect from the first few episodes.

Here are the titles for the first 8 episodes of the final season of 'The Walking Dead'
Why does it have to end up like this?” asked an Apple Daily graphic designer, Dickson Ng. The backsliding of democracy, though, goes back far before 2021, with a long string of countries where ...

For democracy, it's a time of swimming against the tide
Earlier this week, an article appeared in the Daily Local News about Critical Race Theory (CRT) titled “Mistaken Identity.” The general point was that parents are unnecessarily concerned and misinform ...

CRT: We should be teaching the Golden Rule in our schools
A recent conversation got me thinking, and it’s one that I hear or engage in almost yearly.

Woods and waters with Joe Martino
The new rule ... has taken so long for the Government to respond to the Supreme Court and High Court judgments in 2018 and 2020 respectively. “Thousands of bereaved parents and their children have ...

Thousands of bereaved families will be able to claim £10,000 in backdated benefits after rule change
Read more: Movies, casinos, museums re-open under Manitoba plan — for fully vaccinated Walker said he feels like theatres are being used as a way to incentivize Manitobans to get vaccinated -- ...

Movie theatres excited to welcome Manitobans back, as long as they’re vaccinated
With COVID-19 cases surging in some states and concerns over new virus variants growing, what classrooms will look like exactly in the fall is still evolving.

Here's what the new CDC guidance for schools means for kids this fall
Tuesday’s daytime temperature should top out at about 76 degrees — around 10 degrees lower than normal for mid-July, the National Weather Service said. Any morning showers — the odds o ...

Long Island weather: Highs in the 70s, heat returns tomorrow
Depends on your definition of a platform. As the Television Academy announced the 73rd Primetime Emmy Awards nominations on Tuesday morning, the combo of HBO and HBO Max ...

Emmy Nominations: ‘The Crown’ and ‘The Mandalorian’ Lead; HBO Combines With HBO Max to Battle Netflix
Sexual abuse victims asserting claims against the Roman Catholic Diocese of Rockville Centre will have access to its parish financial information after a New York bankruptcy judge ruled Wednesday that ...

Parish Finances Fair Game In Long Island Diocese Ch. 11
After 17 million gallons of raw sewage were discharged into the ocean off Los Angeles beaches early Monday, county officials waited hours before notifying the public to avoid swimming in areas ...

Long delay in alerting public to massive beach sewage spill raises alarm
Wu said he realized just how big a story their exodus had become when they arrived via private plane at Dulles airport ... also hinges on weakening a procedural rule called the filibuster, which ...
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